This is urgent. This can be the beginning of worse things. Jews have lost their mind apparently and want to destroy Syria through the US. They say it is a few rockets, but this can easily escalate in way worse.

As stated, before the attack was sudden and with Trump pretending this was not going to happen. The usual lying. And one nice morning, they started firing rockets.

We must insist on the Peace RTRs despite everything else planetary or otherwise until further notice. The enemy is pulling this whole thing in Mercury retrograde, making understanding and reporting even harder. This is deliberate.

Large scale wars start on these months of the year for many reasons, including also, the fact that the summer months are more open weather wise for large scale war.

We have to keep these going. The Shema and the 72 will make the situation backfire on the jews. The more we insist the less the damages will be on those who are not responsible.

This is reprehensible. The jews have lost their mind and they show their true colors. No matter what, the RTRs must be kept done.

Everyone must go and save the RTRs now and have them handy.

Doing the MerKaBa meditation before doing the RTRs would also be great to do. We will keep you posted and updated.

These are crimes against humanity. This is disgusting and reprehensible.

This is what humanity gets from the enemy, WAR, WAR AND WAR...

Shema RTR - https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Reverse_Shema_Prayer.html
72- https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/72.html